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Statistikaamet tagab esitatavate andmete täieliku kaitse

A field with a grey background has been automatically filled online. The data in this field cannot be changed, they are visible after saving.
If the data you entered are inconsistent internally or with the prefilled data, an error message appears upon checking. If errors (warnings) appear, check the data carefully and make corrections.
In the case of warnings (if you are sure that the data you entered are correct), click on “ Confirm warnings“ button and confirm the questionnaire.

Mandatory fields in the questionnaire are marked with a red asterisk.

CONTROLS

Controls in table 1. PEOPLE EMPLOYED UNDER AN EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT, CONTRACT OF SERVICES OR CIVIL SERVICE ACT

Control ID Control formula Clarification Type of
error

32761 {TAITMISEAEGMINUTIT}<=59 Maximum permitted value is 59 minutes. Time exceeding 60 minutes shall be indicated in hours and
minutes.

Error

Controls in table 2. ANNUAL AND OCTOBER  (as at 31 October) DATA (data on October in columns 0 to 17 and annual data in columns 18 to 24)

Control ID Control formula Clarification Type of
error

2397 {SES_3_08}>0 JA {SES_3_08}<=42 Standard weekly working hours cannot be bigger than 42. Error
2398 {SES_3_09}+{SES_3_11}+{SES_3_12}>0 Total number of hours worked in October, days of annual and additional holiday in October and number of

days not worked for which averages wages were paid in October should be greater than 0.
Error

2399 {SES_3_13}+{SES_3_16}+{SES_3_17}>0 Wages (salaries) for hours worked in October - total, annual and additional holiday pay for leave days - in
October and pay for days not worked calculated on the basis of average wages- in October the total should
be greater than 0.

Error

2400 KUI ({SES_3_10}>0), SIIS ({SES_3_14}>0) If the number of paid overtime hours in October is greater than 0, the overtime pay in October should also
be greater than 0.

Error

2401 KUI ({SES_3_14}>0), SIIS ({SES_3_10}>0) If the remuneration for overtime in October is greater than 0, the paid overtime number in October should
also be greater than 0.

Error

2402 ROUND({SES_3_18}*10)>0 JA
ROUND({SES_3_18}*10)<130

The annual number of months in the employer’s list of employees should be greater than 0 and smeller than
13.

Error

2403 {SES_3_19}>0 JA {SES_3_19}<265 Number of days worked and remunerated per year should be greater than 0 and smaller than 265. Warning
2404 {SES_3_23}>0 Total gross earnings  should be greater than 0. Error
2405 {SES_3_24}<{SES_3_23} Irregular bonuses and allowances during the year should be smaller than total gross earning during the year. Warning
27535 KUI({SUGU}=NULL JA {YA2}=NULL),SIIS({IK}>0) Personal ID code must be filled in. Error
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Controls in table 3. TIME SPENT ON FILLING OUT THE QUESTIONNAIRE  (incl. for preparing the data)

Control ID Control formula Clarification Type of
error

27464 {TAITMISEAEGTUNDI}<=999 Maximum permitted value is 999 hours. Error
27465 {TAITMISEAEGTUNDI}+{TAITMISEAEGMINUTIT}>0 Indication of time spent on questionnaire completion is mandatory, the sum of hours and minutes must

exceed 0.
Error

Controls across tables

Control ID Control formula Clarification Type of
error

27520 KUI({SES_2_1}>0),SIIS(TABEL(47380856)) Contradictory data. If you had employees who received wages (Table 1), fill in Table 2. Error


